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A purification method to remove the metal catalysts and impurity carbon materials from arc．．discharge．．grown 

single—walled carbon nanotubes(SWCNTs)has been developed．Microporous membrane and the oxidation in the air 

f0r the crude SW CNTs were used to eliminate the coexisting metal catalysts nanoparticles
． carbon nanoparticles and 

amorphous carb0n．Then we used the high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)to characterize 

the crude SWCNTs prepared by arc—discharge method and the purified SW CNTs
． The Raman spectra and the 

thermogravimetric analysis(TGA)were also utilized to analyze the approach of our purification for SWCNTs．With 

this metllod the SW CNTs with the purity more than 95％ could be obtained
．  
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0 Introduction 

single-walled carbon nanotube(SW CNTs) Raman spectra 

thermogravimetric analysis(TGA) 

Since discovered by Iijima in 1991⋯． carb0n 

nanotubes have been actively and widely studied【 · 
．  

Due to their outstanding chemical， physical and me— 

chanical prope~ies，carbon nanotubes have and could 

been applied in many fields， such as field emission 

electron sources scanning probes chemical sen— 

sors【 】
，
field—effect transistors／ 1。 nano—electronic de— 

vices 。·引
． and SO on．Although SW CNTs possess many 
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unique and technically important properties， lack of 

pure SW CNTs would limit the study of fundamental 

properties and development of more practical applica— 

tions． Therefore， it is eager to find cheap and easy 

methods to obtain high—purity SW CNTs． In fact， 

long—term efforts have been dedicated to develop news 

procedures and optimize the conditions for enhanced 

production of high—purity SW CNTs without destroying 

the geometrical structure of SW CNTst 10,“1
． 
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Nowadays，SWCNTs can be mainly synthesized by 

the laser ablation methodt ． the d．c．arc．discharge 

methods【 · 引 using Ni／Co／Fe powders as a catalyst． 

W ith these methods． it’ s inevitable to introduce the 

impurities contained metals and amorphous carbon in 

as．prepared SW CNTs．Metals used as catalysts for the 

growth of SW CNTs were present as nanoparticles and 

typically encased in carbon outer layers，so it’s diffi- 

cult to remove them by an acid．All purification meth- 

ods attempt to remove the metals and amorphous carbon 

without affecting SWCNTs．K．Tohji 。。et a1．used 

hydrothermally initiated dynamic extraction method to 

purify SW CNTs and obtained the SWCNTs with over 

95％ purity，but the productivity of the purification is 

only 2％ ．I．W ．Chiang⋯ et al purified SW CNTs with 

acid reflux with water reflux and a two-stage gas phase 

oxidation process． 

In our experiment， the SW CNTs for purification 

were prepared by arc-discharge using Y／Ni powders as 

catalysts，and keeping the mixture graphite anode at a 

given angle with a high purity graphite cathode【 引 ．In 

order to remove the metals and unwanted carbon，we 

adopted the purification process contained acid reflux 

with HNO3， filtration with microporous membrane and 

oxidation in the air to get rid of the impurities in the 

SW CNTs materials．And the SWCNTs with the purity 

of more than 95％ could be obtained and the produc- 

tivity of this method is about 30％ ．Then the HRTEM 

(Philips CM200 uhratwin)was used to characterize the 

SW CNTs in the experiment， the TGA and Raman 

spectrum (excited with 532nm laser)were also used to 

analyze the influence of the purification approach on 

the purity of the SWCNTs． 

1 Experiment 

The SWCNTs for purification were prepared by 

arc-discharge using Y／Ni powders (Ni：4．2wt％ and 

Y： 1 wt％ )as catalysts。 and keeping the mixture 

graphite anode at a given angle(about 40—50~C)with 

a high purity graphite cathode【 引 ． Discharging for 

about five minutes at the arc current of 60 A， we can 

get more than one gram the crude SW CNTs， which 

Fig．1 High resolution transmission electron microscopy 

(HRTEM)photos of SWCNTs 

(a)the crude SWCNTs；(b)the purified SWCNTs 

could be seen in Fig．1a． 

In the experiment，approximately 1 00mg of crude 

materials was agitated in toluene by ultrasonic for an 

hour to extract the fullerenes and polyaromatic carbons． 

After drying， the insoluble solids were refluxed in 

200mL 4mol·L一 HNO3 for 8h to partially eliminate 

the metal particles and amorphous carbons． Then the 

insoluble solids were dispersed in 200mL of aqueous 

solution of 0．1％ cationic surfactant． and using ultra． 

sonic agitation for more than two hours to separate the 

metal particles and carbon nanospheres from the 

SWCNTs．The suspension was filtrated by microporous 

membrane with 0．21．~m pore，and most residual metal 

particles and carbon nanospheres would pass through 

the filter while the SWCNTs were trapped．Th e micro． 
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filtration process was repeated for three times to mini- 

mize the．amount of residual metal particles and carbon 

nanospheres in the trapped SWCNTs． After drying at 

60oC．the residual SWCNTs materials were oxidized in 

the air at 450oC for half an hour to completely remove 

the carbon materials．In order to eliminate the residual 

metals． we soaked the SW CNTs in 37％ HCl f0r two 

days． In addition， after each approach the deionized 

water must be used to wash the sample to avoid intro． 

ducing other impurities，and a part of sample must be 

left for observation and analysis． Then we used the 

HRTEM to characterize the crude SW CNTs and the 

purified SWCNTs． and the Raman spectrum and the 

TGA were also used to analysis the purity of the 

SW CNTs． 

2 ResllIts and Discussion 

In our experiment，though the methods we used to 

purified SW CNTs is similar to the usualt ． the con． 

ditions and the technics were changed and adopted to 

improve the purity and the productivity of the SW C- 

NTs．The extraction in toluene was used to get rid of 

the fullerenes and polyaromatic carbons．The cationic 

surfactant and the ultrasonic agitation could make the 

SWCNTs well-dispersed in the aqueous solution．which 

is advantaged to separate the SWCNTs from the impu- 

rity． The oxidation at lower temperature also could 

decrease the lOSS of the SWCNTs．On all accounts．we 

could get the SW CNTs with the purity of 95％ ．and the 

productivity of this method is about 30％ ． 

Fig．1 a is the HRTEM photo of the SW CNTs pre- 

pared at a helium pressure of 30000Pa and with arc 

current of 60A．The morphology and characteristics of 

the SWCNTs are shown in Fig．1a and Fig．1b． re- 

spectively．In Fig．1 a it can be seen that there are some 

metal particles and carbon nanospheres together with 

the SW CNT bundles． The SWCNTs usually exit in 

bundles due to the Van de W aals force between the 

individual SW CNTs．The diameter of the bundles usu． 

ally is about 10～20nm．It should be point out that the 

structure and characteristics of the SWCNTs produced 

in this way ale the same as that synthesized by the laser 

method，but the yield of our method is higher．Fig．1 b 

is the HRTEM photo of the purified SWCNTs． Com- 

paring with Fig．1 a there are few black metal particles 

and carbon nanospheres in the purified SW CNTs． 

Moreover，the above results have been confirmed 

by Raman spectra on the samples．In Fig．2，the Ra- 

man spectra of the purified SWCNTs exhibits the 

characteristic frequencies of the SW CNTs． The scat- 

tering peaks of amorphous carbon and SWCNTs ale 

observed around 1350cm一’and 1588cm ～， in which 

the peaks centered at 1588cm一’and 1350cm一 have 

been assigned to the E2g mode of graphite【l5】and the sp 

mode of the amorphous carbon，respectively． The ratio 

of their peak height can reflect the purity of the SWC- 

NTs of the deposits．In our experiment，the ratio of the 

intensity of the two peaks is large，which could prove 

that the SW CNTs after purification have high purity． 

In order to give a detailed explain for the process 

of the purification for the SW CNTs，we also showed the 

Raman spectra of the crude SWCNTs Real the cathode 

(a)，the crude SWCNTs on the inner wall of evapora． 

tion chamber(b)，the SWCNTs after refluxed in HNO3 

(c)and the purified SWCNTs(d)in Fig．2．Compar- 

ing with the curve (a)，the intensity of the peak at 

1588cm is higher than that in the curve(b)，which 

showed the SW CNTs grown near the cathode ale better 

than the others’with Ni as the catalyst【 酬 ．The curve 

(c)is the Raman spectrum of the SWCNTs after re- 

fluxed in HNO3．From it the intensity of the peak at 

1588cm _。decrease obvi0uslyt’7。
．  
because the reflux 

with HNO3 would damage the structure of the partial 

SWCNTs．The Raman spectrum (d)of the purified 

SWCNTs，as compared with the curve (a)and (b)， 

the peak centered at 1588cm 一 weakened because of 

the lOSS of partial SW CNTs．On the other hand．we also 

observed the Raman spectra of the crude SW CNTs and 

the purified SW CNTs in the low-frequency region， 

which were also shown in Fig．2． There was a peak 

centered at 1 70cm ～ in this region．And the spectrum 

in this region is very sensitive to the nanotube diame． 

ter．In fact，w=223．75／d(nm)，i．e．，the frequency 

w is inversely proportional to the nanotube diameter． 
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Fig．2 Raman spectra of SWCNTs 

(a)The crude SWCNTs near the cathode；(b)Th e crude SWCNTs on the inner wall； 

(C)The SWCNTs after refluxed with HNO3；(d)The purified SWCNTs 

According to the formula，the corresponding diameter， 

about 1．30nm．of the SW CNTs can be obtained． 

The TGA was also used to evaluate the crude and 

purified SWCNTs to illuminate the result of our method 

for the purification of SW CNTs．The data for the crude 

SW CNTs was shown in Fig．3a． The carbonaceous 

fractions begin to combust at about 320oC and are 

mostly removed by oxidation below 600oC． A small 

weight loss between 600cI= and 800oC iS due to the 

oxidation of surviving SWCNTs(～1 0％ in weight)． 

But from the results of the observation of HRTEM and 

the analysis of Raman spectra，the content of SWCNTs 

in the soot should be more than 1 0％ ．we thought that 

the partial SW CNTs also be oxidized owning to the re— 

gional high temperature produced by the oxidation of 

carbonaceous fractions． The weight remaining after 

8 I O~C corresponds to the weight of the oxidized metals 

00 
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Fig．3 Thermogravimetric analysis(TGA)of the SWCNTs 

(a)the crude SWCNTs；(b)the purified SWCNTs 

(～9％ )．The curve with the weak color in Fig．3b is 

the TGA data ofthe purified SW CNTs．A first thing to 

note iS that the SWCNTs contained the water as much 

as 1 0％ in weight for insufficient drying． At the tem— 

perature of 320~C，a small weight loss happens for the 

j．日 、舌 ∞= =_=日吕日 

咖 咖 
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existence of a little of earbonaeeous． which could be 

seen in Fig．1 b．There is an evident weight loss in the 

TGA data at the beginning 550℃ and at the end of 

850oC because of the oxidation of the SW CNTs．At the 

850oC since the earbonaeeous materials have been re． 

moved and the weight of the SW CNTs sample is the 

oxidized metals(about 1％ )． 

3 Conclusions 

From the results above， the purified SW CNTs 

photo and the analysis for the purification with the TGA 

and the Raman spectrum of SW CNTs， It could be 

concluded that the method we used is the one of the 

effective ways to purify the SW CNTs． The purified 

process contains the acid reflux with HNO3， the mi． 

crofthration with the membrane(0．2 1-~m)and the oxi． 

dation in the air． Finally， in spite of the loss of the 

partial SW CNTs，we could obtain the SW CNTs with the 

purity more than 95％ ． 
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